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ABSTRACT The elastic response of single plasmid and lambda phage DNA molecules was probed using optical tweezers
at concentrations of trivalent cations that provoked DNA condensation in bulk. For uncondensed plasmids, the persistence
length, P, decreased with increasing spermidine concentration before reaching a limiting value 40 nm. When condensed
plasmids were stretched, two types of behavior were observed: a stick-release pattern and a plateau at ;20 pN. These
behaviors are attributed to unpacking from a condensed structure, such as coiled DNA. Similarly, condensing concentrations
of hexaammine cobalt(III) (CoHex) and spermidine induced extensive changes in the low and high force elasticity of lambda
DNA. The high force (5–15 pN) entropic elasticity showed worm-like chain (WLC) behavior, with P two- to fivefold lower than
in low monovalent salt. At lower forces, a 14-pN plateau abruptly appeared. This corresponds to an intramolecular attraction
of 0.083–0.33 kT/bp, consistent with osmotic stress measurements in bulk condensed DNA. The intramolecular attractive
force with CoHex is larger than with spermidine, consistent with the greater efficiency with which CoHex condenses DNA in
bulk. The transition from WLC behavior to condensation occurs at an extension about 85% of the contour length, permitting
looping and nucleation of condensation. Approximately half as many base pairs are required to nucleate collapse in a
stretched chain when CoHex is the condensing agent.

INTRODUCTION

DNA undergoes ordered collapse, or condensation, in dilute
solution in the presence of multivalent cations such as
spermidine31, hexaammine cobalt(III), and spermine41

(Gosule and Schellman, 1976; Widom and Baldwin, 1980;
Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979). The toroidal condensed state
is similar to the structure of packaged bacteriophage DNA,
and some of the physical interactions involved in DNA
condensation, such as bending, entropy loss, and modifica-
tion of coulombic interactions must also be involved in
DNA packaging in eukaryotic nuclei and prokaryotic nucle-
oids (see reviews by Bloomfield, 1991, 1996, 1997; Mar-
quet and Houssier, 1991). Theory predicts that DNA col-
lapse will involve an abrupt phase transition (Grosberg and
Khokhlov, 1994), the sharpness of which is augmented by
the inflexibility of DNA (Post and Zimm, 1979). Laser light
scattering measurements of viral DNA collapse often yield
continuous, albeit abrupt, transitions with respect to con-
densing agent (Benbasat, 1984; Widom and Baldwin, 1980;

Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979). The discrepancy between
theory and experiment is thought to arise from competing
condensation and aggregation reactions present in solutions
not infinitely dilute (Post and Zimm, 1982a,b). Under
highly dilute conditions in which overlap of molecular
domains is negligible, fluorescence microscopy has been
used to follow the collapse of single T4 bacteriophage
DNAs induced by multivalent cations (Yoshikawa et al.,
1996a,b). These experiments showed that the transition was
indeed discontinuous at the single molecule level but con-
tinuous for the ensemble average, thus unifying theory and
experiment.

The impetus for DNA condensation is generally thought
to arise from attractive lateral interactions between adjacent
helices generated upon binding a critical amount of multi-
valent cations. The favorable interactions may reflect the
influences of helix hydration (Arscott et al., 1995; Rau and
Parsegian, 1992), helix secondary structure (Ma et al., 1995;
Reich et al., 1991) and/or electrostatic attraction through ion
correlation (Gronbech-Jensen et al., 1997; Marquet and
Houssier, 1991; Oosawa, 1968; Rouzina and Bloomfield,
1996). Manning (1980, 1985), however, has put forth an-
other idea: that sufficiently neutralized DNA will crumple
like an overloaded elastic column. This implies that the
impetus for collapse arises from the unbalanced retractile
force exerted along the backbone of neutralized DNA,
rather than from the lateral interactions between helices. In
this paper we use manipulations of single DNA molecules,
at extensions that preclude intramolecular contacts, to test
these competing hypotheses.

In previous work, our two groups, one at Princeton
(Wang et al., 1997) and the other a Minnesota-Oregon
collaboration (Baumann et al., 1997), used optical tweezers
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to study the effects of cations on the elasticity of single
DNA molecules. We used different apparatus and different
DNA: a plasmid containing 3888 basepairs (bp) in one case,
and l bacteriophage DNA containing 48,502 bp in the
other. However, we obtained very similar results, notably
that the trivalent cations spermidine and hexaammine co-
balt(III), commonly used as DNA condensing agents, mark-
edly increase the apparent bending flexibility (entropic elas-
ticity) of DNA above the supposed limiting value achieved
in high concentrations of monovalent salt. The increased
bending is due to asymmetric shielding of the DNA phos-
phate charge by multivalent ligands (Rouzina and Bloom-
field, 1998; Stigter, 1998). The force-extension curves are
well fit by a worm-like chain (WLC) model, with a lowered
persistence lengthP resulting from increased bending flex-
ibility. In those experiments we observed that at low stretch-
ing forces and under condensing ionic conditions, individ-
ual molecules often deviated from WLC elastic behavior,
yielding instead a reversible force plateau which was attrib-
uted to intramolecular DNA condensation.

In this paper we report further investigations on the
dependence of single molecule condensation on ionic con-
ditions and extent of stretching. We present results from our
two groups together in a single paper, despite significant
differences in experimental details, so that we and our
readers can critically examine the dependence of the results
on these details. We find good correlation with the condi-
tions for DNA condensation in solution. We find that in-
tramolecular condensation can occur only when the DNA is
sufficiently relaxed that intramolecular loops can occur,
providing strong support for a lateral interaction rather than
an elastic buckling mechanism. A first-order phase transi-
tion explains the discontinuous change in force with extension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA, buffers, and multivalent cation solutions

The Minnesota-Oregon group usedl DNA. The 59-overhangs ofl DNA
(methylatedc1857ind 1 Sam7, New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) were
biotinylated with the Klenowexo-enzyme (New England Biolabs) using
bio-11-dCTP (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), dATP, dGTP, and dUTP as de-
scribed previously (Smith et al., 1996). Single-strand nicks were repaired
with T4 DNA ligase. After biotinylation and nick ligation, DNA stocks
were stored in an EDTA-containing buffer.

Monovalent salt buffer solutions were prepared using 100 mM cacody-
late, pH 7, buffer stocks (86.2 mM sodium cacodylate, 13.8 mM cacodylic
acid) supplemented with either 100 or 500 mM NaCl (total Na1 concen-
tration ;186 and 586 mM, respectively). Spermidine trihydrochloride
(Sigma) and hexaammine cobalt (III) trichloride (Eastman), hereafter ab-
breviated CoHex, were utilized without further purification and prepared as
0.1-M stocks in deionized water (r $ 12 MV-cm). Final experimental
solutions were prepared before use by diluting the above buffer and
trivalent cation stocks with deionized water. Background buffer (B buffer)
is a low ionic strength monovalent buffer, diluted to 1 mM NaCl and 1 mM
cacodylate, pH 7; it is typically utilized for bulk condensation studies.
Complete buffer exchange between experiments was ensured by monitor-
ing the conductivity of the fluid chamber eluant.

The Princeton group used a 3888-bp DNA molecule, which was PCR-
amplified from the plasmid pRL574 as previously described (Wang et al.,
1997; Yin et al., 1995). The experimental buffer was NaHPO4, pH 7,
containing 10 mM Na1 to which various concentrations of spermidine
were added.

Optical trap manipulations of single
DNA molecules

In the Oregon apparatus, a biotinylatedl DNA molecule was tethered
between two streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads 3.54mm in diameter
(Spherotech, Libertyville, IL). One bead was held by a micropipette (the
“micropipette bead”) while the other was optically trapped. Two counter-
propagating laser beams generated the optical trap within a specially
designed fluid chamber, far (.100 mm) from the chamber walls. The
tension of the DNA molecule was altered by moving the micropipette
relative to the trapped bead, and the relative extension determined from the
distance between bead centers. The absolute extension was determined by
stretching each DNA molecule to the left and right of the trap; this was
possible because the trapped bead can rotate and the micropipette bead
cannot. The force acting on the molecule was inferred from the displace-
ment of the laser beams on position-sensitive photodetectors, and cali-
brated against the viscous drag on a bead using Stokes’ law (Smith et al.,
1996). All single molecule manipulations were conducted within a tem-
perature range of 22.2 to 22.8°C.

The molecule was allowed to equilibrate at each extension for 2 s before
averaging the signal at the position detectors for 2 s. At the experimental
molecular extensions employed (x 5 8–16 mm), the slowest internal
normal modes of motion forl DNA relax in,2 s (Quake et al., 1997). The
pause at each extension should thus be sufficient to allow the stretched
chain to reach a pseudo-equilibrium. Each force-extension (F-x) data point
was separated by;0.44mm, dictated by the gearing of the stepper motor
actuating the micropipette manipulator. The discrete movements of the
micropipette subjected the tethered DNA molecule to a stretch/release rate
,0.22 mm/s.

Thermal drift in a dual-beam force transducer is normally reset at zero
every few minutes by removing all forces on the trapped particle and
nulling the residual signal. In strong condensing solutions, however, some
tension must be constantly maintained on the molecule to prevent its
premature condensation. In such conditions, the DNA molecule was main-
tained stretched between trap and pipette along they axis, while the force
transducer was zeroed along itsx axis. Data were then obtained by pulling
the molecule along thex axis, to both the right and left of the trap. A force
plateau was recognized as a constant force acting on the trap bead directly
toward the micropipette bead, which simultaneously satisfied the following
criteria: it was observed at fractional extensions where the entropic elastic
response ofl DNA was expected to be negligible; and it was independent
of the spatial orientation (right vs. left) of the micropipette bead relative to
the trapped bead.

The elastic response in ionic conditions where DNA condensation is
strongly favored was determined by exchanging the sample chamber
solution with either 25mM CoHex or 100mM spermidine in B buffer.
These concentrations are about fourfold higher than required to induce
monomolecular condensation ofl DNA in bulk solution (Widom and
Baldwin, 1980; Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979). The sample chamber was
flushed for 10 to 15 min with the solution of interest, while the molecule
was maintained at an extension near its contour length. During the process
of tethering a molecule between the two beads, extraneous molecules were
often snagged on the beads. Thus, maintaining the primary molecule near
full extension prevented unwanted secondary interactions with extraneous
molecules during buffer exchange. After complete buffer exchange these
molecules collapse and do not interfere with the properly tethered DNA
molecule.

In the Princeton apparatus, an optical trapping interferometer, a DNA
molecule biotinylated at only one end was tethered between a trapped
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avidin-coated polystyrene bead 0.52mm in diameter (Polysciences, War-
rington, PA) and a stalledEscherichia coliRNA polymerase complex
bound nonspecifically to the microscope coverglass surface (see Yin et al.,
1995, for experimental details). Force-extension data were collected as
previously described (Wang et al., 1997) with individual molecules
stretched/released at a rate,0.1 mm/s without pausing.

These measurements were performed at a tether density of;0.02
tethers/mm2. (In the DNA stretching measurements the tether density was
,0.003 tethers/mm2.) A tethered bead displayed Brownian motion with a
magnitude of;1.5 mm diameter around its polymerase anchor. The
spermidine concentration was raised gradually by flowing the same buffer,
with a specific spermidine concentration, through the sample chamber. The
extents of Brownian motion ofN 5 16 tethered beads were examined. As
the spermidine concentration increased, an increasing number of tethered
beads displayed drastic reductions in their Brownian motions. A DNA
molecule was considered to be condensed when its extent of Brownian
motion was,0.5mm in diameter. The fraction of condensed DNA (f) was
counted at each spermidine concentration. The error bars were calculated
based on the binomial distribution:=Nf(1 2 f ).

Analysis of force-extension curves for WLCs

The WLC model describes the behavior of a DNA molecule as interme-
diate between a rigid rod and a flexible coil, accounting for both local
stiffness and long-range flexibility (Grosberg and Khokhlov, 1994). The
flexibility of the chain is described by the persistence lengthP, the distance
over which two segments of the chain remain directionally correlated. An
interpolation formula that describes the extension (x) of a WLC with
contour lengthL0 in response to a stretching forceF is (Bustamante et al.,
1994; Marko and Siggia, 1995)
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wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute temperature. This
equation describes the entropic elasticity of a WLC, arising from the
reduced entropy of the stretched chain (x/Lo , 0.97), and assumes the DNA
is inextensible. At the high force limit of Eq. 1 (x/Lo 5 0.85–0.97),x
approachesL0 asF21/2 (Bustamante et al., 1994; Kovac and Crabb, 1982;
Marko and Siggia, 1995); thus plots ofF21/2 versusx yield L0 upon
extrapolation to infiniteF, while P is extracted from they-intercept as
2(P/kBT)1/2. Deviations from this behavior are observed at still higher
forces, due to the stretching of the molecule beyond its theoretical (zero
force) contour length, a regime termed enthalpic elasticity. This regime can
be accounted for by using a stretch modulus as originally proposed by
Odjik (1995) and experimentally measured by Smith et al. (1996).

A modification of Eq. 1 that takes into account stretching of the DNA
at or slightly beyond full extension is
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whereK0 is the stretch modulus. In general, the Minnesota-Oregon group
used Eq. 1 to analyze data onl DNA, whereas the Princeton group used
Eq. 2 to analyze data on plasmid-length DNA. There was little difference
in the derived values ofL0 or P regardless of which equation was used.

For F-x curves obtained withl DNA under condensing conditions,P
was extracted from the high force entropic elasticity (5# F # 15 pN) of
individuall DNA molecules after replotting the data asF21/2 vs.x. At F .
5 pN the replotted data were linear and not affected by the retractile force
(see below). AtF . 15 pN the replotted data deviated from linearity due
to enthalpic elasticity and were omitted from the WLC analysis.

Laser light scattering

To comparel DNA condensation behavior in single molecule stretching
experiments with those in solution, total intensity laser light scattering
measurements were performed in Minnesota with a Lexel model 95–3
argon-ion laser (Lexel Laser, Fremont, CA) operating at a wavelength of
488 nm and a power output of 100 to 200 mW. The laser beam was focused
on a cylindrical scattering cell immersed in a thermostatically controlled
(25°C) refractive index matching bath. Scattered light was detected with a
ITT FW-130 photomultiplier tube, and the photocurrent generated sent to
a Brookhaven Instruments model BI-9000AT correlator (Brookhaven In-
struments, Holtsville, NY) after pulse amplification and discrimination.
The photon counts recorded per second were calibrated using benzene as a
reference scatterer. DNA condensation was monitored at a scattering angle
of 90° using al DNA molecular concentration of;3 pM (corresponding
to 9.53 1025 mg/ml).

RESULTS

Stretching single DNA molecules under
condensing conditions

The F-x curve of a singlel DNA molecule in the Oregon
apparatus under various ionic conditions is plotted in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1 Response of singlel DNA molecules to an applied force
with condensing concentrations of the trivalent cations CoHex and sper-
midine. The molecule in the low monovalent salt background buffer (L)
displayed low and high force entropic elasticity indicative of a WLC with
P5 95 nm andL0 5 16.5mm (solid curve). Upon addition of either 25mM
CoHex (M) or 100mM spermidine (E) to this low monovalent salt buffer,
l DNA molecules displayed high force elasticity indicative of a WLC with
increased chain flexibility (P , 50 nm). Near three-fourths extension (x 5
13–14mm), an abrupt loss of WLC behavior occurred, replaced by a force
plateau (1–4 pN in magnitude) which was reproducible during both stretch
and release cycles. Thevertical broken linerepresents the B form contour
length ofl DNA.

Stretching of Collapsed DNA Molecules 1967
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The elastic response in B buffer, containing just monovalent
cations and thus not causing condensation, yields from the
high force limit of Eq. 1 a WLC with a persistence length of
95 nm and a contour length of 16.5mm, in accord with our
previous results (Baumann et al., 1997).

The elastic response was then recorded under ionic con-
ditions where DNA condensation would be strongly favored
by addition of trivalent cations (see below). Fig. 1 shows
data for molecules in the presence of 25mM CoHex plus B
buffer, and 100mM spermidine plus B buffer. At nearly full
extensions, theF-x curves rose more rapidly than in mono-
valent buffer alone asx3 L0, indicating increased flexibil-
ity, i.e., a reduced persistence length (12–26 nm for CoHex
and 25–38 nm for spermidine, compared with 50 nm for
high concentrations of NaCl). The extension was then de-
creased, and near three-fourths maximal extension (x 5
13–14mm), stretchedl DNA molecules abruptly departed
from WLC behavior, yielding a retractile force of constant
magnitude (1–4 pN). The force remained constant down to
the shortest molecular extensions probed (x # 8 mm). Data
were not collected below this extension to prevent potential
bead-DNA entanglements under condensing solution con-
ditions. This abrupt departure from WLC behavior was
reproducible during both stretch and release cycles.

The Princeton group measured the force-extension rela-
tion for plasmid-length DNA molecules at relatively high
spermidine concentrations (.200 mM), where most of the
DNA molecules are condensed and only a small fraction
were not condensed. The behavior of plasmid-length DNA
with the Princeton apparatus was similar to that ofl DNA
in the Oregon apparatus for those molecules that did not
condense at a given spermidine concentration.F-x curves of
uncondensed DNA displayed the same characteristics as
those measured in the absence of spermidine. Fig. 3A
shows an example of these curves. Data (solid dots) with
F , 5 pN were well fit with Eq. 1:P 5 38.25 nm andLo 5
1324 nm. For data withF . 5 pN, a slight deviation from

Eq. 1 can be seen due to the enthalpic elasticity of the DNA
molecules at large forces. Fitting the entireF-x curves
according to Eq. 2 yielded the DNA elasticity parameters in
Table 1. As the spermidine concentration was increased,P
decreased and reached a plateau. This trend inversely cor-
relates with the fraction of charges neutralized on the DNA
backbone (Fig. 2), indicating that the persistence length of
DNA decreases with increasing neutralization of the DNA
backbone charges.

Force-extension curves were also measured with con-
densed plasmid-length DNA. Two distinctive types of
curves were observed, stick-release and plateau. Eleven of
15 curves showed stick-release patterns (Fig. 3B), in which
the DNA began with a given stiffness and apparent contour
length, and then slipped into a different stiffness and con-
tour length. The slip happened frequently (typically 2 to 6
times) during the stretch phase, to a variable degree, usually
on the order of 100–150 nm, and with a variable peak force,
usually on the order of 5–15 pN. TheF-x curves preceding
the four force peaks in Fig. 3B represent polymers of
decreasing stiffness (p 5 24, 19, 18, and 11 nm, from left to
right, as calculated from Eq. 2, with the completely
stretched polymer possessing a stiffness identical to an
uncondensed DNA tether (P ' 40 nm). The mechanism of
this apparent persistence length change is unclear. During
the relaxing phase, we observed hysteresis and no stick-
release behavior. This phenomenon mimics that of titin
(Rief et al., 1997) and tenascin (Oberhauser et al., 1998)
stretching, and may correspond to one or more turns of
DNA in a coiled, condensed structure being released sud-
denly during a stick-release. However, the possibility can-
not be excluded that they are due instead to the sticking of
DNA to either the glass coverslip or the trapped micro-
sphere. A subtle feature of the stick-release pattern is that
the maximum force increases with extension. If these peaks
represent the unpacking of DNA from a coiled structure,
then the liberated DNA regions are sorted by unpacking

TABLE 1 Measured DNA elastic parameters with various ionic conditions

Buffer composition P (nm) K0 (pN) L0 (nm)

Plasmid DNA
10 mM Na1 47.46 1.0 (14) 10086 38 (10) 13436 5 (10)
10 mM Na1 and 10mM Spd31 40.76 1.4 (11) 11666 114 (6) 13356 5 (6)
10 mM Na1 and 100mM Spd31 38.76 1.0 (8) 12026 83 (5) 13136 2 (5)
10 mM Na1 and 200mM Spd31 40.66 1.1 (8) 12536 13 (3) 13186 12 (3)
10 mM Na1 and 300mM Spd31 38.96 0.8 (2) 10706 158 (2) 13336 11 (2)

l DNA
1.86 mM Na1 86.26 4.9 (7) 16,7486 76 (7)
1.86 mM Na1 1 25 mM CoHex 14.86 1.4 (3) 16,9096 133 (3)
9.3 mM Na1 1 25 mM CoHex 15.0 16,845
186 mM Na1 1 25 mM CoHex 51.5 16,688
1.86 mM Na1 1 100 mM Spd31 32.4 16,742
9.3 mM Na1 1 100 mM Spd31 44.8 16,674
186 mM Na1 1 100 mM Spd31 48.0 16,621
186 mM Na1 54.16 3.3 (3) 16,7456 82.4 (3)

For cases in which more than one DNA molecule was measured, the table gives mean6 SE (number of molecules).
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force, rather than position in the DNA chain. This disfavors
desorption from a surface as the explanation for the stick-
release pattern, but it also implies that the condensed plas-
mid forms several independent condensed globules aligned
in series.

In four of 15 curves, force-extension curves with a pla-
teau were observed. Fig. 3C shows a plateau at;20 pN of
force that was present during both the stretch and release.
The plateaus are reminiscent of the overstretching behavior
of DNA (Smith et al., 1996). This plateau may be due to an
interaction between two or more condensed DNA tethers,
i.e., multiple, overlapping stick-release patterns lead to
force plateau, as was observed when multiple spectrin teth-
ers were unfolded by stretching (see Fig. 4 of Rief et al.,
1999).

Dependence of single molecule condensation on
ionic conditions

If the force plateau arises because of intramolecular DNA
condensation, then the same sensitivity to counterion va-
lence and monovalent ionic strength should be observed as
is seen in bulk condensation. As a first test, neither 100mM
Mg21 nor 100 and 200mM putrescine21 induced a force
plateau withl DNA at low molecular extensions, although
approximately twofold decreases in persistence length were
observed (Baumann et al., 1997). Thus divalent cations
cannot induce a force plateau, just as they cannot induce
bulk DNA condensation in aqueous solution (Widom and
Baldwin, 1980; Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979).

To determine if the observed force plateau was sensitive
to monovalent ionic strength, the elastic response ofl DNA
in 25 mM CoHex (Fig. 4) and 100mM spermidine (Fig. 5)
was measured as a function of NaCl concentration and
plotted asF21/2 versus fractional extension (y 5 x/Lo)
according to Eq. 1.F-x data plotted in this manner highlight
both the dependence of the force plateau on NaCl concen-
tration and the high force WLC entropic elasticity from
which the persistence length was extracted (Baumann et al.,
1997). Individual molecules abruptly deviated from WLC
behavior at fractional extensions,0.85 for NaCl concen-

FIGURE 2 Persistence length (Lp) as a function of spermidine concen-
tration for single, uncondensed plasmid-length DNA tethers stretched using
the Princeton apparatus. This figure illustrates that the persistence length of
DNA decreases as the charge on the DNA backbone is neutralized. Frac-
tion of charge neutralized was calculated using counterion condensation
theory (Manning, 1978; Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979).

FIGURE 3 Stretching plasmid-length DNA tethers at condensing con-
ditions where the [spermidine].200 mM. (A) Uncondensed molecules
displayed force-extension curves characteristic of a worm-like chain. Data
at F , 5 pN was well fit by Eq. 1, yieldingP 5 38.25 nm andLo 5 1324
nm (solid line). Force-extension curves for condensed DNA molecules
showed two distinct behaviors. (B) Most of the curves showed a stick-
release pattern. Here the DNA molecule begins with a given stiffness and
apparent contour length, and slips into a different stiffness and contour
length, with a variable degree of slip (100–150 nm). TheF-x curves
preceding the four force peaks represent polymers of decreasing stiffness
(P 5 24, 19, 18, and 11 nm from left to right), with the completely
stretched polymer possessing a stiffness identical to an uncondensed DNA
tether (P 5 40 nm). During the relaxing phase, the DNA shows no
stick-release behavior, but theF-x curve displays hysteresis. (C) A few
DNA tethers show a force plateau behavior during both stretch and release.
The F-x curve displays a plateau (;20 pN) where little or no additional
force is required for increased extension.
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trations of 1 and 5 mM. The force plateau below this
extension was constant in magnitude and reproducible dur-
ing both stretch and release cycles. As the NaCl concentra-
tion was increased at a constant CoHex or spermidine
concentration, the force plateau disappeared and the ex-
pected low force WLC entropic elasticity returned, as de-
scribed below.

Magnitude of condensation force

The magnitude of the force plateau depended on the triva-
lent cation utilized, with strongly condensing concentrations
of CoHex yielding a higher maximum force (;4 pN) than
spermidine (;1 pN). If the force plateau seen at fractional
extensions,0.85 is associated with DNA condensation, the
plateau presumably represents the forceFr required to con-
vert condensed regions of the DNA chain to an extended
form. The workW done during a change in DNA extension
of magnitudeDx from x1 to x2 is

W5 E
x1

x2

Fdx5 FrDx (3)

This yieldsW ' 0.083kT/bp for spermidine andW ' 0.33
kT/bp for CoHex, assuming a B-helix rise per bp of 0.338
nm (Saenger, 1984) andDx 5 0.44mm (the length of DNA
released or condensed during a change in extension for the

Oregon apparatus). These values ofW are in reasonable
accord with osmotic pressure-volume measurements of the
intermolecular force provoked by CoHex in bulk condensed
DNA (20.17 kT/bp; Rau and Parsegian, 1992), and with
theoretical estimates of the attraction due to correlated ion
fluctuations of bound counterions (20.34 kT/bp; Marquet
and Houssier, 1991) and hydration forces (20.12 kT/bp;
Bloomfield, 1991) in condensed DNA.

Correlation of chain flexibility and appearance of
force plateau

If intramolecular side-by-side segment contacts are required
for the collapse of a stretched DNA chain, then collapse is
predicted to correlate with the first short-range intramolec-
ular contacts, i.e., the first intramolecular loops. By defini-
tion, a fully stretched chain cannot loop back on itself, and
the probability of intramolecular contacts in a somewhat
relaxed chain will increase both with decreasing relative
extension and with increasing chain flexibility. For a given
chain, flexibility increases with the number of statistical
segments in that chain, e.g., the number of persistence
lengths in a WLC. Thus, one would expect that the frac-
tional extension at which a molecule deviates from WLC
behavior (ycrit) increases with the number of persistence
lengths in the chain (equivalent toLo divided byP for each
chain). Values ofycrit were obtained by comparing experi-

FIGURE 4 Effect of monovalent salt on the entropic elasticity of single
l DNA molecules in 25mM CoHex. At [NaCl]5 1 (E) or 5 mM (M) and
fractional extensions (0.85,l DNA displayed an abrupt loss of WLC
elasticity (arrow). Below this extension, a force plateau (;4 pN) was
observed during stretch and release cycles (dashed line). At fractional
extensions.0.85 these molecules displayed WLC behavior consistent with
a decreased persistence length (P). The plateau was not observed with
[NaCl] 5 186 mM (‚); instead, the expected high monovalent salt WLC
behavior was obtained at low extensions. The entropic elastic response of
WLC (solid lines) with P 5 25 and 50 nm are provided as a comparison.

FIGURE 5 Effect of monovalent salt on the entropic elasticity of single
l DNA molecules in 100mM spermidine. At [NaCl]5 1 (E) or 5 mM (M)
and fractional extensions (0.8,l DNA displayed an abrupt loss of WLC
elasticity (arrows). Below this extension, a force plateau (0.5–1 pN) was
observed during stretch and release cycles (dashed lines). At fractional
extensions.0.8, these molecules displayed WLC behavior consistent with
a decreased persistence lengthP. The plateau was not observed with
[NaCl] 5 186 mM (‚), instead the expected high monovalent salt WLC
behavior was obtained at low extensions. The entropic elastic response of
WLC (solid lines) with P 5 35 and 50 nm are provided as a comparison.
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mentalF-x curves with calculated curves for an ideal WLC
generated using Eq. 1 withP extracted from the high force
entropic elasticity. In Fig. 6 are plotted the number of
persistence lengths in each DNA chain versusycrit for sev-
eral l DNA molecules displaying a force plateau. As ex-
pected, there is a strong correlation (r 5 0.95). Thus chain
flexibility influences the onset of the force plateau, consis-
tent with a requirement for short-range segment-segment
interactions in a DNA molecule before intramolecular col-
lapse. The values ofycrit in CoHex are consistently larger
than those in spermidine, showing that stretched DNA
chains collapse at larger extensions in CoHex, i.e., require
less molecular slack. This is consistent with the greaterFr

measured in CoHex.
Under ionic conditions that would normally cause con-

densation, but at fractional extensions.0.85 at which side-
by-side interactions are unlikely,l DNA molecules dis-
played entropic elasticity indicative of a WLC, withy3 1
asF21/2 as shown in Fig. 4 for 25mM CoHex and in Fig.
5 for 100mM spermidine. Significant changes in the high
force entropic elasticity ofl DNA, as manifested in the
persistence length, were induced by varying the NaCl con-
centration (Table 1). In 1 mM NaCl, persistence lengths
were considerably above the high monovalent salt limit of
;50 nm (Hagerman, 1988). As [NaCl] was increased, the
persistence lengths approached that limit, indicating com-
petitive binding between the multivalent and monovalent
counterions at the highly charged surface of DNA. Whether
or not the force plateau appears does not depend on in-
creases in chain flexibility, i.e., decreases in the persistence
length. However, the extension at which the abrupt depar-

ture from WLC behavior occurs is correlated with increased
chain flexibility, i.e., increases in the number of persistence
lengths (Fig. 6).

In the Appendix we develop a theoretical treatment of
intramolecular looping in a polymer chain under tension. It
shows that significant intramolecular contacts can be
formed only when the chain is no more than 75–80%
extended, in reasonable agreement with our experimental
results. While the argument is developed for a random coil
rather than a WLC, the conclusions should be similar for a
long WLC, such asl DNA, that contains many persistence
lengths.

Bulk measurements of DNA condensation

Total intensity laser light scattering measurements ofl
DNA condensation were conducted under ionic conditions
identical to the single molecule stretching experiments, to
determine if the conditions for occurrence of the force
plateau were the same as those for collapse in bulk solu-
tion.The increase in scattering intensity indicative of DNA
condensation, i.e., excess scattering above uncondensedl
DNA in low monovalent salt buffer, observed in both 25
mM CoHex and 100mM spermidine (Fig. 7A) correlates
perfectly with the appearance of the force plateau in single
molecule experiments (Fig. 7B) as the ionic composition is
varied. Increases in scattered intensity are consistent with
the conversion of individuall DNA chains from a weakly
scattering coil state to a strongly scattering condensed par-
ticle with a radius'50 nm. The presence of toroidal parti-
cles with this size in the condensed samples was verified
using transmission electron microscopy (data not shown).

These results strongly suggest that the force plateau at
low extensions is attributable to intramolecular DNA con-
densation. However, at neutral pH, the streptavidin-coated
polystyrene beads (SPB) tethered at the ends ofl DNA are
negatively charged (streptavidin pI5 5); thus, the plateau
could arise from nonspecific interactions between SPB and
l DNA mediated by bound trivalent cations. This possibil-
ity was explored by cocondensing mixtures of SPB (;0.034
pM) and unbiotinylatedl DNA (;3 pM) using both 25mM
CoHex and 100mM spermidine in B buffer. The reactive
SPB surface area available tol DNA under these conditions
is ;400-fold larger than the total DNA surface area, assum-
ing all surfaces are uniformly reactive. After incubation for
4 to 24 h at 25°C, the SPB were selectively pelleted by
centrifugation (77403 g) and the extent of DNA collapse
measured using laser light scattering as described above.
The scattering intensity after centrifugation was nearly iden-
tical to controls without added SPB, indicating that the
trivalent cations do not mediate nonspecific interactions
between SPB and DNA. Therefore the force plateau can not
be attributed to strong nonspecific bead-DNA interactions
under condensing solution conditions.

FIGURE 6 Correlation between the number of persistence lengths in
stretchedl DNA molecules and the fractional extension at which the force
plateau arises. A linear correlation coefficient5 0.95 was obtained for all
data obtained in the presence of 25mM CoHex (F) and 100mM spermi-
dine (E).
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Similar results connecting single-molecule and bulk con-
densation were obtained with plasmid-length DNA tethers
(Fig. 8). As the spermidine concentration was increased, the
fraction of condensed DNA, as measured by the Brownian
motion of the tethered molecules, also increased. The crit-
ical concentration for condensation was around 200mM
under the buffer conditions used. This critical concentration
is very similar to what has been observed with light scat-
tering measurements under similar buffer conditions.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of results from the two laboratories

Results from both of our groups, with different DNA sam-
ples, buffers, and instrumentation, show both similarities
and differences. The similarities are strong with regard to
dependence of persistence length on ionic strength and
multivalent ion content (Table 1). The persistence lengths

measured in 10 mM NaCl are very similar, and both groups
observe similar decreases inP with added Mg21 and sper-
midine31.

The observations are rather different with regard to the
force-extension behavior that is observed when relaxed
DNA molecules are subject to ionic conditions that cause
DNA condensation. The Minnesota-Oregon group observed
a constant force plateau at 1 to 4 pN during both the
stretching and relaxing cycles under condensing solution
conditions, whereas the Princeton group observed stick-slip
behavior with a plateau near 20 pN. Both groups agree that
the reversible, constant force behavior is most likely to
represent the “pure” behavior relevant to DNA condensa-
tion. However, the collapsed tethers in the Princeton assays
seem to have some kind of structure that could be the target
of future investigations.

Collapse is the result of lateral interactions, not
elastic buckling

The trivalent cations CoHex and spermidine strongly influ-
ence the elasticity of individual DNA molecules. At high
forces and extensions, the entropic elasticity of individual
molecules was characteristic of a WLC with a persistence
length two- to fourfold less than in the background low
monovalent salt buffer. As forces and extensions are low-
ered, under conditions favoring condensation in bulk, indi-
vidual DNA molecules deviate abruptly from WLC behav-
ior. Below this point a force plateau of constant magnitude

FIGURE 7 Dependence of laser light scattering intensity and retractile
force on NaCl concentration with 25mM CoHex (F) and 100mM sper-
midine (E). The NaCl concentration was varied at fixed trivalent cation
concentration, and plotted as the log([trivalent ligand]/[Na1]3). (A) The
increases in laser light scattering intensity (DIscattered) observed with Co-
Hex and spermidine are consistent with the transition ofl DNA from a
weakly scattering coil to a strongly scattering collapsed particle. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of three measurements. (B) The force
plateau, observed as a retractile force, at fractional extensions (0.6 is
plotted as a function of NaCl concentration. Increases inDIscatteredcoincide
with the appearance of the force plateau in single DNA molecules.

FIGURE 8 Condensation of DNA tethers in the presence of spermidine.
This graph plots the fraction of DNA condensed as a function of the
spermidine concentration added to the 10 mM NaHPO4, pH 7 buffer. It
demonstrates that DNA tethers condense at a spermidine concentration of
;200 mM.
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is observed withl DNA, which is reproduced during both
stretch and release cycles.

We postulate that the force plateau induced by these
cations arises from intramolecular DNA condensation. The
following observations buttress this interpretation: (i) the
plateau occurs in the presence of the trivalent cations Co-
Hex31 and spermidine31, known condensing agents in
aqueous solution (Widom and Baldwin, 1980; Wilson and
Bloomfield, 1979), but not with the divalent cations Mg21

and putrescine21, even though these ions reduce the persis-
tence length (which would seem equivalent to elastic buck-
ling); (ii) the ionic conditions required to induce the force
plateau are consistent with those needed to induce a critical
degree of charge neutralization before DNA condensation
(Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979); and (iii) light scattering
increases that accompany DNA condensation in bulk solu-
tion coincide with a loss of WLC behavior and the appear-
ance of the force plateau in single molecule experiments.

A buckling theory, based on elastic theory for macro-
scopic rods, predicts that the intrinsic elastic instability of
neutralized DNA drives collapse (Manning, 1980, 1985). In
this model, stable lateral contacts are a consequence of
buckling, rather than the source of nucleation as proposed
below. If lateral contacts are not required for collapse, the
buckling should manifest itself in stretched DNA molecules
at or near their contour length, where lateral contacts can not
occur. This does not occur in our experiments. Furthermore,
the polyelectrolyte force that prevents buckling is predicted
to vary roughly as the logarithm of added monovalent salt at
a constant trivalent cation concentration. If our force plateau
were due to buckling it should display a similar dependence
on monovalent salt. This dependence is not observed (see
Fig. 7 B). Instead, there is an abrupt transition when a
critical total charge neutralization of the DNA is reached as
calculated according to counterion condensation theory
(Manning, 1978; Wilson and Bloomfield, 1979). The ex-
perimental results obtained here argue against buckling as
the source of DNA condensation.

An alternate theory (Halperin and Zhulina, 1991) describ-
ing the F-x response of a single polymer chain in a poor
solvent predicts that intramolecular collapse will occur only
in the presence of appreciable lateral contacts. Solution
conditions favoring DNA condensation can be thought of as
poor solvent conditions for DNA. At a fixed extension, the
probability of short-range lateral contacts or loop formation
will increase with increases in chain flexibility (decreases in
the persistence length of a WLC). We observe that the exact
extension where the loss of WLC elasticity occurs is pro-
portional to chain flexibility (inversely proportional to the
persistence length). This strongly suggests that the loss of
WLC behavior requires intramolecular contacts.

According to the above theory (Halperin and Zhulina,
1991), a stretched polymer chain in a poor solvent will
collapse when the attractive free energy favoring collapse
exceeds the free energy of the stretched polymer, leading to

a first-order phase transition. The transition is observed as a
discontinuous change in force with extension, representing
a regime where collapsed and uncollapsed regions of the
chain coexist. The force plateau observed in the elastic
response of single DNA molecules under condensing solu-
tion conditions exactly follows this predicted behavior.
First-order behavior implies that collapse is nucleation-
limited (i.e., requires formation of a nucleus of attractively
interacting segments), which in turn stipulates lateral con-
tacts. This interpretation is in complete agreement with
recent fluorescence microscopy experiments, where the
first-order intramolecular collapse of single viral DNA mol-
ecules was observed in the presence of multivalent cations
(Yoshikawa et al., 1996a,b).

The theoretical work of Post and Zimm (1979) dealt with
the contributions of both chain flexibility and favorable
segment-segment interactions to monomolecular DNA col-
lapse. Using Flory-Huggins polymer lattice theory, they
predicted that collapse would involve a first-order transition
at a critical segment density (dependent on P) andx, the
Flory polymer-solvent interaction parameter (Post and
Zimm, 1979). For a more flexible chain (shorter persistence
length), the discontinuous change in polymer volume ac-
companying collapse occurs at a lower value ofx (lower
cation concentration). These predictions are in good agree-
ment with the putative first-order transition seen here in
singlel DNA molecules, and the four- to sixfold efficiency
of CoHex over isovalent spermidine as a condensing agent
in bulk solution (Benbasat, 1984; Thomas and Bloomfield,
1983; Widom and Baldwin, 1980).

Nucleation of intramolecular collapse in a
stretched DNA chain

The solution conditions favoring DNA condensation may be
thought of as a poor solvent for DNA, one in which seg-
ment-segment interactions are favored over segment-sol-
vent interactions. TheF-x response of a single stretched
polymer chain in a poor solvent has been treated theoreti-
cally (Halperin and Zhulina, 1991). Three deformation re-
gimes are predicted as a function of extension, due to an
interplay of the entropic elasticity of the uncollapsed chain
and the surface energy of the collapsed globule. First (re-
gime I), at low extensions (extension less than the radius of
collapsed globule), the collapsed globule is weakly per-
turbed by increases in extension. At intermediate extensions
(regime II), collapsed and uncollapsed regions of chain
coexist and the force is predicted to be roughly independent
of changes in extension. At large extensions (regime III),
the intrinsic entropic elasticity of the stretched chain is
observed. The extension at which the elastic behavior in-
terconverts between regimes II and III is that at which the
repulsive force acting on the stretched polymer chain bal-
ances the attractive force favoring collapse. If stretching
occurs continuously, thisF-x behavior resembles a first-
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order transition, such as that between a gas and a liquid,
with extension analogous to volume and force to tempera-
ture. In our work, regime II would coincide with the exten-
sions where the force plateau is observed, and regime III
would represent the high force WLC elasticity.

Our model for such a first-order transition in a stretched
l DNA molecule is presented in Fig. 9. In regime III (Fig.
9 A), the elastic free energy of the stretched chain (Gwlc)
exceeds the magnitude of the net attractive (negative) free
energy favoring nucleation of the condensed phase (Gnuc).
At these extensions thermal motion may create temporary
slack, enabling loops to form and side-by-side association to
occur; however, the collapsed nuclei formed would be un-
stable. At the boundary between regimes II and III (Fig. 9
B), 2Gnuc $ Gwlc and collapse would occur via a stable
nucleus, consuming all available molecular slack. The mo-
lecular slack present when the force plateau arises is
roughly equivalent to the length of DNA (L) required to
nucleate collapse in the stretched chain (L/L0 5 1 2 ycrit).
In regime II (Fig. 9C), molecular slack generated would
coalesce with the condensed phase. At these extensions
collapsed and uncollapsed regions of the chain coexist: the
metastable DNA chain is caught in the middle of a phase
transition. Below we estimate the magnitude ofGnuc in
order to predict the extension at which intramolecular col-
lapse will occur, i.e., the extension where WLC behavior is
lost.

Gnuc must overcomeGwlc if collapse is to occur in a
stretched DNA chain. The high force elasticity ofl DNA is
well described by a WLC model; therefore, we assume the
free energy ofl DNA when stretched is equivalent to that
of a WLC, given by (Bustamante et al., 1994)

Gwlc~y!

kT
5

L0

PFy
2

2
2

y

4
1

1

4~1 2 y!
2

1

4G (4)

Gnuc represents a sum of both repulsive (bending, mixing,
and electrostatic forces) and attractive (ion correlation, helix
secondary structure perturbations, and hydration forces)
contributions. Upon collapse, the bending free energy

Gb

kT
5

LP

2rc
2 (5)

and the mixing free energy

Gm

kT
5

L

P
(6)

would make positive contributions toGnuc. Here L is the
length of DNA involved in nucleation andrc is the radius of
curvature for a toroidal nucleus. The residual unscreened
charge of DNA will repel neighboring segments and will
also contribute a positive free energy (Ge) to collapse.Ge

was estimated previously to be;0.06 kT/bp using two
parallel polyanionic rods with 89% of their charge neutral-
ized by counterion condensation to represent condensed
DNA (Bloomfield, 1991). In order to estimate the extension
at which l DNA will deviate from WLC behavior, the
following assumptions are made: (i) the critical radius of the
toroidal collapse nucleus is assumed equivalent to the per-
sistence length (rc ' P). This is consistent with our previous
experimental observations (Plum et al., 1990); and (ii) the
attractive component ofGnuc (Ga) is assumed equivalent to
L multiplied by 2W (Eq. 3), whereW ' 0.1 kT/bp for
spermidine and' 0.3 kT/bp for CoHex.

The values ofGnuc obtained as a sum ofGb, Gm, Ge, and
Ga are tabulated in Table 2 for 25mM CoHex and 100mM
spermidine in 1 mM NaCl. We observe that the calculated
values ofGnuc ' Gwlc at the fractional extension where the
force plateau arises in our experiments. The free energy of
a stretched WLC (Eq. 3), calculated forP 5 17 and 40 nm,
is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of fractional extension.
Calculated data points representGnuc from Table 2 forl
DNA molecules displaying a reproducible force plateau in
25 mM CoHex and 100mM spermidine. Extrapolation to
the x axis yields ycrit values identical to those observed
experimentally. These estimates show that the molecular
slack present at fractional extensions5 ycrit is consistent
with the length of DNA required to nucleate collapse in a
stretched DNA chain.

FIGURE 9 Model for a first-order transition in al DNA molecule
constrained by force-measuring optical tweezers. (A) At fractional exten-
sionsy . ycrit, the free energy of the stretched DNA chain (Gwlc) exceeds
the nucleation energy for collapse (Gnuc). (B) At y 5 ycrit, characteristic
high force WLC elasticity (solid line) is lost; Gnuc overcomesGwlc and
collapse occurs via a stable nucleus consuming all available molecular
slack. (C) At y , ycrit, molecular slack generated coalesces into the
condensed phase. The force plateau aty , ycrit (dashed line) represents the
work required to remove the condensed higher order structure from the
DNA chain. For theF-x data plotted,ycrit 5 0.85. This diagram is not
drawn to scale.
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Differences between CoHex and spermidine

We have shown that a simple nucleation model for intramo-
lecular collapse in a stretched DNA chain, incorporating
appropriate attraction and repulsion terms, is sufficient to
explain the magnitude of the force plateau and the critical
extension where WLC behavior is lost (Fig. 7). Deviation
from WLC behavior occurs at larger extensions with con-
densing concentrations of CoHex than with spermidine. We
interpret this to mean that the critical number of interactions
between base pairs that is required to nucleate collapse in a
stretched DNA chain is less with CoHex. The requirement
for a smaller nucleus with CoHex as the condensing coun-
terion may be a result of the larger reduction in the persis-
tence length. This reduction would decrease the volume
occupied by the DNA molecule, thus increasing the local
concentration of DNA segments and the probability of
intramolecular contacts through a reduction in search space.

The force plateau observed with CoHex is consistently
greater than that seen with spermidine. This implies that the
strength of the intramolecular forces within CoHex-con-
densed DNA is also larger by an equivalent amount. Per-

haps the more stable interstrand forces we observe in single
DNA molecules condensed by CoHex also contribute to the
efficiency of this ion as a condensing agent. However,
osmotic stress measurements with spermidine and CoHex
suggest that these ions induce similar intermolecular forces
(interpreted as hydration forces) in bulk condensed DNA
(Rau and Parsegian, 1992). Because the two cations bind to
DNA with similar affinity and monovalent salt dependence
(Braunlin et al., 1982; Plum and Bloomfield, 1988), the
differences must reflect ion-specific effects on ion correla-
tion and/or local DNA secondary structure. Furthermore,
the forces driving collapse in a single DNA chain may
include additional influences which are not observed, or
contribute only weakly, to the stabilization of bulk con-
densed DNA. Intramolecular looping might be one such
influence.

Free polymer ends not required for collapse

A tethered DNA molecule is analogous to a chain without
free ends. Theory predicts that nucleation of collapse in a
single heteropolymer such as DNA will proceed from an
end (Ostrovsky and Bar-Yam, 1995). Our results show that
polymer ends are not required for intramolecular DNA
collapse. Nucleation in a stretched chain probably involves
DNA looping to form the necessary lateral contacts required
to initiate collapse. This does not speak to the question of
whether collapse from an end is favored in unconstrained
linear polymers, although some results from our laboratory
(Schnell et al., 1998) suggest that this is the case.

Implications for biological processes involving
DNA unpackaging

The unspooling of condensed DNA by piconewton forces
may have important implications for the energetics of bio-
logical processes involving DNA unpackaging. For exam-
ple, research on chromatin loops suggests that transcription
involves the sliding of template DNA past immobilized
RNA polymerase molecules (Cook, 1994). We observe that
the mechanical force required to decondense DNA (,5 pN)
is smaller in magnitude than the stalling force of single
RNA polymerase molecules (;13 pN; Yin et al., 1995). If
we assume that the forces stabilizing multivalent cation-
condensed and nucleosome-packaged DNA are similar,

TABLE 2 Thermodynamic contributions to intramolecular collapse in a stretched DNA molecule

Condition

Solution

L (bp)* P (nm) Gb/kT Gm/kT Ge/kT Ga/kT Gnuc/kT Gwlc/kT†

25 mM CoHex 7280 17 73 146 437 22184 21528 1520
100 mM spermidine 12100 40 52 103 726 21210 2329 348

*L 5 (1 2 ycrit) (48,502 bp).
†Calculated using Eq. 4.

FIGURE 10 Free energy of a stretched WLC as a function of fractional
extension. The curves were calculated with Eq. 3 for persistence lengths
P 5 17 and 40 nm. Calculated data points represent Gnuc from Table 1 for
l DNA molecules displaying a reproducible force plateau in 25mM CoHex
(F) and 100mM spermidine (E). Extrapolation to thex axis yieldsycrit

values identical to those observed experimentally.
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then perhaps immobilized processive enzymes generate suf-
ficient mechanical force in vivo to unpackage downstream
nucleosomal DNA, thus enabling processing of the DNA
template.

SUMMARY

Our results provide the following new information about
intramolecular DNA condensation: (i) intramolecular DNA
collapse proceeds via a nucleation-limited mechanism that
does not require free polymer chain ends; (ii) Approxi-
mately half as many basepairs are required to nucleate
collapse in a stretched DNA chain when CoHex, rather than
spermidine, is the condensing agent; and (iii) The forces
stabilizing DNA collapse are not equivalent for the isova-
lent cations CoHex and spermidine. The larger attractive
force seen with CoHex may explain the efficiency of this
ion as a condensing agent.

APPENDIX: Probability of loop formation in
stretched polymer chain

We assume that the region of DNA extensions in which the force is
unvarying, but non-zero, represents the region in which short-range inter-
actions between segments of the same DNA molecule can occur. We
investigate whether this is consistent with theoretical expectation by cal-
culating the conditions under which loops in a highly stretched chain can
occur with significant probability.

We begin with the familiar treatment of a stretched, freely jointed
polymer chain (Flory, 1953; James and Guth, 1943) in which the end-to-
end extensionx# in the direction of a forcet is

x# 5 nlLS lt

kBTD (A1)

wheren is the number of statistical segments in the chain, each of length
l, andL( ) is the Langevin function. The force needed to maintain a given
extension is then

t 5
kBT

lL* ~x/nl!
(A2)

whereL* is the inverse Langevin function. Each segment in the chain is
subject to this force.

We now simplify the problem in two respects, neither of which is likely
to affect the qualitative validity of the results. We assume that the stretched
chain is effectively one-dimensional, and we assume that each segment can
assume only two orientations, either parallel or antiparallel to the force.
The probability of the parallel orientation is

p 5 A expS lt

kBTD 5 A expFL*S x#

nlDG 5 A exp@L* ~y!# (A3)

wherey is the relative extension and the normalization factor is

A21 5 expS lt

kBTD 1 expS2 lt

kBTD (A4)

The probability of the antiparallel orientation is

q 5 1 2 p. (A5)

The binomial distributionP(m, k; p) gives the number of ways in whichk
states occurring with probabilityp can be chosen fromm total states. In
order for a sequence ofm segments within the stretched chain to form a
loop, the number of parallel and antiparallel orientations must be equal to
m/2. The expected number of loops in a chain ofn segments whose ends
are at relative extensiony, W0(n, y), is thereforeP(m, m/2; p) summed over
all values ofm:

W0~n, y! 5 O
m52

n m!

@~m/2!!#2 @p~1 2 p!#m/2 (A6)

The probability that there is at least one loop in the chain, assuming a
Poisson distribution of the number of loops, is then

W1~n, y! 5 1 2 exp@2W0~n, y!# (A7)

We expect to begin to see short-range interactions between DNA segments
separated along the chain whenW1(n, y) is significantly greater than zero.

The inverse of the Langevin function

L* ~x! 5 coth~x! 2
1

x
(A8)

has the following series expansion, which is accurate to 0.25%:

FIGURE 11 Average number of loopsW0 (upper graph) and probability
W1 of at least one loop (lower graph) as function of fractional maximum
extensiony 5 x/xmax5 x/nl in chains containing (top to bottom)n 5 164,
100, and 50 statistical segments. The probabilityW1 becomes appreciably
greater than zero for fractional maximum extensions in the range 0.7 to 0.8.
For l DNA, with maximum extension 16.4mm in B form geometry, this
corresponds to an extension of 11.5 to 13.1mm. This is in good agreement
with the observed extensions at which a constant but non-zero force is first
observed, buttressing the interpretation that this is the region in which
short-range interactions between segments of the same DNA molecule can
first occur.
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L* ~y! 5 3y 1
9

5
y3 1

297

175
y5 1

1539

875
y7 1

126117

67375
y9

1
43733439

21896875
y110 # y # 0.537 (A9a)

5 21.0371 5.660y 1 9.376~y 2 c!2

1 17.04~y 2 c!3 1 52.02~y 2 c!4 1 94.86~y 2 c!5

0.537, y # 1 (A9b)

wherec 5 0.5366. We use this expansion in Eqs. A2-A4 to obtainp(y), and
substitute this value in Eqs. A6 and A7 to obtain the desired probability of
at least one loop. The results for chains containingn 5 50, 100, and 164
statistical segments are shown in Fig. 11.
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